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The head of Russia’s space agency has called to revive the Stalin-era practice of using the
designers of new equipment as guinea pigs during safety tests following a series of setbacks in
the space industry in recent months.

The proposal follows the discovery of a 2-millimeter hole inside a spacecraft attached to the
International Space Station (ISS) in August and a rocket failure that forced a Russian
cosmonaut and American astronaut to abort their mission to the ISS in October.

Related article: Rocket Carrying U.S.-Russian Space Crew Fails in Mid-Air

A video published on social media Sunday showed the head of the Roscosmos federal space
agency, Dmitry Rogozin, suggesting that the designers of new equipment should undergo
safety tests together with their inventions.

https://www.themoscowtimes.com/2024/04/28/rocket-carrying-us-russian-space-crew-fails-mid-air
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DU0prZhoClQ&feature=youtu.be


“When comrade Stalin was shown an armored vehicle that he was supposed to ride in — with
claims that a [submachine gun] couldn’t pierce it — he put the car’s designer inside and
peppered it with machine-gun fire,” Rogozin is heard as saying in the video of a closed-doors
company meeting Saturday.

“The designer survived because the car was good,” he added.

Rogozin went on to suggest that the practice should be replicated in safety tests of a proposed
evacuation system aboard a next-generation spacecraft called Federatsiya that is scheduled
for manned flights in 2024, according to a space industry source cited by the state-run RIA
Novosti news agency.

“I propose [...] seating designers in the [Federatsia] ship while testing the emergency rescue
system,” Rogozin said in the circulated video.

The meeting was “strict but constructive” due to “delays in the work of certain colleagues,”
Roscosmos’s press service told the RBC news website Sunday.

“The state corporation’s general director decided that the leaders of enterprises and design
collectives should be held personally responsible for timely and high-quality results,” it
added.
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